Ospitalità Accessibile

Marchio di Qualità Internazionale
Hospitality for All

International Quality Brand Hospitality for All
For every Country
For every Culture

For every Need
For every Person
UNWTO Ulysses Award
for Innovation in technologies for tourism

Take measures for your holiday

V4A INSIDE
Prendiamo le misure per la tua vacanza!
Take measures for your holiday!

“Disabled people who make tourism are tourists!”

Take measures for your holiday

www.V4A.it
FOR TOURISM STRUCTURE

Hotel       Monument
Village     Museum
Agritur     Palace
Resort      Church
Etc...      Etc...

www.V4A.it
DATI OGGETTIVI...
Misure, Larghezze, Dimensioni

Objective Data...
Sizes, Widths, Dimensions
Over 1000 item is explored
FOTO DESCRITTIVE DELLA STRUTTURA COLLEGATA AI DATI INSERITI
Descriptive photo of the Structure connected to data inserted
MISURAZIONE DELLA PENDENZA DA IPAD E INSERIMENTO DEL DATO SENZA TRASCRIZIONI

Measurement of slope from Ipad and data entry without transcripts

www.V4A.it
INSERIMENTO DIRETTO DEL TESTO
Direct entry of the text
POP UP CHE GUIDANO LA RACCOLTA DEI DATI

Pop Up That Drive

Data Collection

www.V4A.it
MAPPE QUOTATE
(BAGNI E CAMERE)
Layout Drawings complete
with measurements
(for bathroom and rooms)
Thank to different algorithms we can create different Output

END USER INFO

Maps with measurements (for bathroom and room)

Maps of distribution

www.V4A.it
Thank to different algorithms we can create different Output

Professional Output

V4AInside

ELENCO MIGLIORIE
List of Improvement Recommendations for New Services elimination Architectural Barriers

www.V4A.it
V4Ainside

San Marino

EXPÒ 2015

San Marino

Member of

ENAT
UNWTO
SHÅL International
Tourism on Target

Responsible • Sustainable • Accessible

March 13th - 15th, 2015, Fiera di Vicenza

FRIDAY 13th (10 a.m. - 9 p.m.)
SATURDAY 14th AND SUNDAY 15th (10 a.m. - 8 p.m.)

www.move-show.it